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Can you TRUST the
employees you send to your 

client’s workplace?

IDENTIFY APPLICANTS 
WHO ARE MOST LIKELY TO:
• Avoid counterproductive behaviors
• Stay on the job
• Show up for work

Staffing

Protect your business with our 
proven, validated and legally 
compliant risk mitigation tool.

WITH QUIKSTAFF INTEGRITY TESTING 
you safeguard that trust. QuikStaff screens job 
applicants who are high risk, helping to ensure that 
you are placing only the best employees possible.

In just minutes you can identify those job
applicants who will steal, do drugs, fake work
injuries and more. Your investment in QuikStaff
will come back to you several times over in reduced 
comp costs, more business and greater client loyalty. 

Contact us today. Your clients will thank you.
SCREENS FOR:
• Workers’ comp fraud
• Theft
• Violence
• Drugs
• Absenteeism

BENEFITS:
• Reduced workers’ comp claims
• Better employees
• Greater client loyalty
• Improved productivity
• Lower turnover
• Competitive advantage



BACKGROUND
This temporary staffing company has 
offices nationwide and over 50 years 
of recruiting and selection expertise 
to match job candidates with positions 
where they will succeed. They are one 
of the most respected staffing firms in 
each market they serve by providing 
best-in-class, extra-mile service. That 
commitment includes quickly providing 
clients with the most suitable job 
candidates possible.

CHALLENGE
Workers’ compensation-related 
expenses had become a “huge” drag 
on this company’s overall fiscal health. 
Claims hovered between 6.40 and 
7.21 per $1 million in wages throughout 
the firm’s 60 corporate branches. 
“Clients couldn’t wait for us to complete 
our cumbersome process, so we 
were losing sales.” — Director of Risk 
Management.

SOLUTION
This temporary staffing company 
replaced its traditional vetting 
procedure with a new integrity 
test program designed by Insight, 
decreasing the amount of time 
necessary to process an applicant. 
Candidates whose answers revealed 
a history of counterproductive work 
behaviors were quickly flagged. 
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»  Immediate drop in accident frequency

»  Workers’ comp claims dropped 44%

»  Hours worked increased by as much as 30%

»  Retention increased

Behavioral Hiring and Job-Specific Assessment

Case Study

Temporary Staffing

Individual claims dropped from 7.21 to 4.95 
claims per $1 million in wages.

Average number of hours worked by new hires 
increased by as much as 30%.

Workers’ comp claims costs 
fell 44% in one year.

For more industry specific case studies —

44%

Employees were sent to customers in a timely 
fashion, thus attracting new business.

30%
 Ae



BACKGROUND
With 119 offices across the United 
States, this staffing company provides
employment for some 70,000 
temporary, temporary-to-hire, and direct 
hire job seekers for more than 9,000 
clients each year. Serving a diverse 
client base including industrial, clerical, 
skilled trades and more, they have 
received numerous awards, including 
the National Industry Leaders Award of 
the American Staffing Association.

CHALLENGE
In the staffing industry, frequency of 
on-the-job injuries can be a direct
reflection of the quality of the 
contracted workforce and, therefore, 
customer satisfaction. Reducing 
workers’ comp claims by even a 
small margin can have a significant 
bottom-line impact. For these reasons, 
the company’s board of directors 
challenged its executive management 
to lower its incidence rate.

SOLUTION
The staffing company contracted with 
Insight Worldwide to provide integrity 
tests to all incoming candidates, 
screening out those likely to file a 
fraudulent workers’ comp claim
as well as other high risk candidates.
After months of Insight integrity testing, 
they tallied a 28.5% decline in workers’ 
comp claims — a figure nearly double 
their expectations.
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»  Fewer injuries and fewer workers’ comp claims

»  Higher quality workforce

»  Increased customer satisfaction

»  Lower insurance premiums for staffing in the future

Behavioral Hiring and Job-Specific Assessment

Case Study

Temporary Staffing

For more industry specific case studies —
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BACKGROUND
With hundreds of offices throughout 
North America, this company is one 
of the largest industrial staffing firms 
in the U.S., providing employees for 
a variety of industries.

CHALLENGE
The company was struggling with 
spending too much on background 
checks and drugs screenings, though 
this wasn’t obvious to them at first. 
They were also struggling with 
workers’ comp incidences and the 
high costs associated with them. From 
1999-2003 their incident rate was at 
an all-time high of 15.4. With these 
problem areas they knew they needed 
to make a change, and quickly.

SOLUTION
In 2004, after much thought and 
consideration, they implemented Insight 
testing in many of their branches and 
noticed they were saving a decent 
amount in background checks and drug 
screenings and also noticed a huge 
decline in incident rates from 15.4 to 
7.03. They’ve continued using the test 
for the past 14 years and have saved 
$1,000,000 in background checks and 
drug screenings while also reducing their 
workers’ comp incident rate over 54%.
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»  Workers’ comp incident rate drops 54%. 

»  Fewer injuries and workers’ comp claims resulting in an 
 incidence rate drop from 15.4 to 7.03.

»  Qualified candidates sent to clients resulting in a higher 
 quality workforce and increased client satisfaction.

»  Lower insurance premiums for staffing in the future.

Behavioral Hiring and Job-Specific Assessment

Case Study

Temporary Staffing

For more industry specific case studies —

WORKERS’ COMP RATE DROPS 54%
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QuikStaff Integrity Test
Screens For: 
 Workers’ Compensation Fraud
 Illegal Drug Use
 Employee Theft
 Workplace Violence
 Dependability Issues

Human Resources: 
 Employee Turnover
  Identifies undependable applicants
  Identifies illegal drug users
  Identifies applicants prone to violence

 Legality
  Reviewed by third party law firm and found to be compliant 
  with federal employment regulations.

  With millions of our integrity tests administered at over 2500   
  locations across the U.S., our tests remain legally defensible.

 Compliance
  EEOC compliant (tracked for adverse impact)
  ADA compliant (multiple languages and verbal options)
  Integrated hiring policy for consistency among hiring managers

 Ease of Use
  Can be taken on any internet-ready computer or mobile device

  Integration options for Applicant Tracking Systems

 Time Involvement
  Just minutes to complete
  Results available immediately

Risk Management: 
 Workers’ Compensation Claims
  Identifies workers’ compensation fraud predators
  Identifies repeat workers’ compensation fraud predators
  Identifies applicants who admit to safety risks

 Loss Prevention
  Identifies employee theft risks


